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T
he new international multidisciplinary lung adenocarci-
noma classification is sponsored by the European
Respiratory Society (ERS), as well as the International

Association for the Study of Lung Cancer (IASLC) and the
American Thoracic Society (ATS) [1]. This classification is now
published in the Journal of Thoracic Oncology, the official journal
of the IASLC. Under the scientific oversight of the ATS and
ERS, the classification project involved a systematic review to
provide an evidence-based foundation with specific recom-
mendations.

For decades, the field of lung cancer has been relatively static
with few major advances. However, in the past 5–6 yrs this has
changed to a rapidly evolving field. At the heart of this change
is the impact of the molecular discovery that the activating
mutations in the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) are
a marker for response and improved progression-free survival
with tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) therapy compared to
conventional chemotherapy in advanced lung adenocarcinoma
patients [2–5].

In this editorial, we summarise a series of major paradigm
shifts that are outlined in this classification that will result in
major changes in the approach to diagnosis of lung cancer
compared to those outlined in previous World Health Organ-
ization (WHO) classifications. While this classification is
primarily focused on lung adenocarcinoma, many of the
recommendations will impact on how all histologic types of
lung cancer are diagnosed in the future. This classification is
divided into two major components: classification based on
resection specimens (table 1) and on small biopsies and
cytology (table 2).

MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH
Historically, tumour classification has been primarily been
performed by the WHO with panels primarily consisting of
pathologists [6–9]. Due to the many major advances that have
occurred at each level (pathology, molecular biology, radiol-
ogy, respiratory medicine, oncology and surgery) this current
classification project was established utilising an international
multidisciplinary panel of pathologists, clinicians (oncolo-
gists/pulmonologists), molecular biologists, radiologists and
surgeons [1].

One of the major lessons learned from this effort is the need for
a multidisciplinary approach to diagnosis of lung adenocarci-
noma. The need for direct interaction between clinicians,
radiologists, pathologists, surgeons and molecular biologists
has become more important than ever before. The new
classification outlines the roles of each of these specialists
and it emphasises the settings in which multidisciplinary
interaction is needed. Each institution needs to have a plan for
ongoing multidisciplinary interaction between specialists to
discuss problem cases and to strategise the optimal approach
to advanced lung cancer patients. The latter is needed so
optimal small biopsy and/or cytology specimens are obtained
and processed in pathology, not only for diagnosis but also for
molecular studies. The different aspects of this process are
summarised below.

CLASSIFICATION IN SMALL BIOPSIES AND CYTOLOGY
Rationale for need to further classify nonsmall cell lung
cancer
Since 70% of lung cancer patients present in advanced stages
and are deemed unresectable, the diagnosis is by necessity
established based on small biopsies and/or cytology. In the new
IASLC/ATS/ERS classification, for the first time in the history
of lung cancer classification, standardised criteria and terminol-
ogy have been proposed that apply to pathologic diagnosis of
lung cancer in small biopsies and cytology (table 2). Prior WHO
classifications did not address this topic [1].

Historically there has been no clinical need to classify nonsmall
cell lung cancer (NSCLC) further to distinguish squamous cell
carcinoma from adenocarcinoma or other histologic types.
However, since the 2004 WHO classification was published,
three major advances have made histologic subclassification of
lung cancer very important for therapeutic decisions in
advanced lung cancer patients, particularly the distinction
between adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma [6]. In
addition to the finding that tumours with EGFR mutations are
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associated with a better outcome and response to TKIs as first
line therapy in advanced lung adenocarcinoma patients [2–5],
it was found that bevacizumab is contraindicated in patients
with advanced squamous cell carcinoma due to increased
risk of life-threatening haemorrhage [10], and pemetrexed is
more efficacious in patients with adenocarcinoma or NSCLC,
not otherwise specified (NSCLC-NOS) compared to those
with squamous cell carcinoma, with intermediate activity
in those tumours classified as NSCLC-NOS (not otherwise
specified) [11–13].

Until now, EGFR mutation testing has been largely regarded as
an investigational test, but now it is an official recommenda-
tion of three major societies involved with lung cancer.

Based on these observations the following recommendations
were made.

Recommendation to perform molecular testing for EGFR
mutation
In patients with advanced lung adenocarcinoma, we recommend
testing for EGFR mutation (strong recommendation, moderate
quality evidence).

Remarks: this is a strong recommendation because potential
benefits clearly outweigh harms. This recommendation assumes
that correct classification by EGFR mutation status is associated
with important benefit based upon randomised phase 3 clinical
trials of EGFR TKI therapy, which demonstrate a predictive
benefit for response rate and progression-free survival, but not

overall survival, as well as subset analyses of multiple
additional studies [1].

Key pathology recommendations for small biopsies
1) For small biopsies and cytology, we recommend that
NSCLC be further classified into a more specific type, such
as adenocarcinoma or squamous cell carcinoma, whenever
possible (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

2) We recommend that the term NSCLC-NOS be used as little
as possible and we recommend it be applied only when a more
specific diagnosis is not possible by morphology and/or
special stains (strong recommendation, moderate quality
evidence) [1].

Pathology considerations for good practice:
1) The term ‘‘non-squamous cell carcinoma’’ should not be
used by pathologists in diagnostic reports. It is a categorisation
used by clinicians to define groups of patients with several
histologic types who can be treated in a similar manner; in
small biopsies/cytology pathologists should classify NSCLC as
adenocarcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, NSCLC-NOS or
other terms outlined in table 2.

2) Tumours that are NSCLC-NOS by light microscopy with no
morphologic features of adenocarcinoma or squamous differ-
entiation that are further classified by special stains should be
classified as ‘‘NSCLC, favour adenocarcinoma’’ or ‘‘NSCLC,
favour squamous cell carcinoma’’. Cases that are not further
classifiable by special stains remain as NSCLC-NOS (table 2).

3) Any workup of special stains to further classify cases that
are NSCLC-NOS by light microscopy should be kept to a mini-
mum to preserve as much material for molecular studies. It is
suggested to use one adenocarcinoma marker and, if needed,
one squamous marker or a mucin stain.

New standardised diagnostic criteria and terminology for
small biopsies and cytology
In proposing the criteria and terminology for diagnosis of lung
adenocarcinoma in small biopsies and cytology, the IASLC/
ATS/ERS committee had to make recommendations for ter-
minology and criteria of other major histologic types of lung
cancer because no such criteria had ever been recommended
by the WHO (table 2).

In biopsies or cytology specimens, if squamous or adenocarci-
noma differentiation is clearly present according to established
morphologic criteria [6, 14, 15], tumours can be diagnosed
with the established terms: ‘‘squamous cell carcinoma’’ and
‘‘adenocarcinoma’’.

According to the new classification, when a NSCLC does not
show clear squamous or glandular differentiation by morphol-
ogy in a small biopsy or cytology specimen, it is regarded as
‘‘nonsmall cell carcinoma not otherwise specified’’ (‘‘NSCLC-
NOS’’) [1, 16]. If tissue is available, these tumours should be
stained with a limited workup of immunohistochemical or
mucin stains. If the tumour is positive for an adenocarcinoma
marker or mucin, the diagnostic term is ‘‘NSCLC, favour
adenocarcinoma’’. If the squamous cell carcinoma marker is
positive and adenocarcinoma marker is negative, the diagnos-
tic term is ‘‘NSCLC, favour squamous cell carcinoma’’. If the

TABLE 1 2011 International Association for the Study of
Lung Cancer/American Thoracic Society/
European Respiratory Society classification of
lung adenocarcinoma in resection specimens

Pre-invasive lesions

Atypical adenomatous hyperplasia

Adenocarcinoma in situ (f3 cm formerly solitary BAC)

Nonmucinous

Mucinous

Mixed mucinous/nonmucinous

Minimally invasive adenocarcinoma (f3 cm lepidic predominant

tumour with f5 mm invasion)

Nonmucinous

Mucinous

Mixed mucinous/nonmucinous

Invasive adenocarcinoma

Lepidic predominant (formerly nonmucinous BAC pattern with .5 mm

invasion)

Acinar predominant

Papillary predominant

Micropapillary predominant

Solid predominant

Variants of invasive adenocarcinoma

Invasive mucinous adenocarcinoma (including formerly mucinous BAC)

Colloid

Fetal (low and high grade)

Enteric

BAC: bronchioloalveolar carcinoma.
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TABLE 2 Proposed International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer (IASLC)/American Thoracic Society (ATS)/European
Respiratory Society (ERS) classification for small biopsies/cytology

2004 WHO Classification Small biopsy/cytology: 2011 IASLC/ATS/ERS

Adenocarcinoma

Mixed subtype

Acinar

Papillary

Solid

Morphologic adenocarcinoma patterns clearly present:

Adenocarcinoma, describe identifiable patterns present (including micropapillary pattern not

included in 2004 WHO classification)

Comment: if pure lepidic growth, mention an invasive component cannot be excluded in this

small specimen

Bronchioloalveolar carcinoma (nonmucinous) Adenocarcinoma with lepidic pattern (if pure, add note: an invasive component cannot be

excluded)

Bronchioloalveolar carcinoma (mucinous) Mucinous adenocarcinoma (describe patterns present)

Fetal Adenocarcinoma with fetal pattern

Mucinous (colloid) Adenocarcinoma with colloid pattern

Signet ring Adenocarcinoma with (describe patterns present) and signet ring features

Clear cell Adenocarcinoma with (describe patterns present) and clear cell features

No 2004 WHO counterpart: most will be solid adenocarcinomas Morphologic adenocarcinoma patterns not present (supported by special stains):

Nonsmall cell carcinoma, favour adenocarcinoma

Squamous cell carcinoma

Papillary

Clear cell

Small cell

Basaloid

Morphologic squamous cell patterns clearly present:

Squamous cell carcinoma

No 2004 WHO counterpart Morphologic squamous cell patterns not present (supported by stains):

Nonsmall cell carcinoma, favour squamous cell carcinoma

Small cell carcinoma Small cell carcinoma

Large cell carcinoma Nonsmall cell carcinoma, NOS

Large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma (LCNEC) Nonsmall cell carcinoma with NE morphology (positive NE markers), possible LCNEC

Large cell carcinoma with NE morphology (LCNEM) Nonsmall cell carcinoma with NE morphology (negative NE markers); see comment

Comment: This is a non-small cell carcinoma where LCNEC is suspected, but stains failed to

demonstrate NE differentiation

Adenosquamous carcinoma Morphologic squamous cell and adenocarcinoma patterns present:

Nonsmall cell carcinoma, with squamous cell and adenocarcinoma patterns

Comment: this could represent adenosquamous carcinoma

No counterpart in 2004 WHO classification Morphologic squamous cell or adenocarcinoma patterns not present but immunostains favour

separate glandular and adenocarcinoma components

Nonsmall cell carcinoma, NOS (specify the results of the immunohistochemical stains and the

interpretation)

Comment: this could represent adenosquamous carcinoma

Sarcomatoid carcinoma Poorly differentiated nonsmall cell lung cancer with spindle and/or giant cell carcinoma (mention if

adenocarcinoma or squamous carcinoma are present)

WHO: World Health Organization; NOS: not otherwise specified; NE: neuroendocrine. Reproduced from [1] with permission from the publisher.
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tumour cannot be classified after special stains are performed,
it remains classified as NSCLC-NOS.

The main reasons for proposing the terms NSCLC, favour
adenocarcinoma and NSCLC, favour squamous cell carcinoma
are to enable: 1) pathologists to communicate to clinicians
when the diagnosis was uncertain on morphology alone and
that special stains were required to make the diagnosis; and
2) clinical trials to capture how the substantial percentage of
NOS cases are being reclassified. In some of the major clinical
trials, lung cancers have been classified as large cell carcinoma
[11–13], but according to the 2004 WHO classification, that
diagnosis cannot be established without a resection specimen
due to the need for thorough histologic sampling to exclude
the presence of any other differentiated component [6]. So
these tumours probably represent NSCLC-NOS, lacking any
clear morphologic differentiation on light microscopy in a
small biopsy. In clinical trials this NOS category has been used
in 20–40% of NSCLC [11–13, 17], and a recent epidemiological
study suggests the frequency of this diagnosis has been
increasing [17]. However, now these cases will be redistributed
using immunohistochemistry or mucin stains into the cate-
gories of ‘‘NSCLC, favour adenocarcinoma’’, ‘‘NSCLC, favour
squamous cell carcinoma’’ and a small percentage will remain
unclassifiable as NSCLC-NOS. The term large cell carcinoma
should not be used in the small biopsy or cytology setting,
because this diagnosis requires evaluation of a resected
specimen so the presence of other histologic components, such
as adenocarcinoma or squamous cell carcinoma, can be
excluded [6].

Therefore, future clinical trials need to document whether
diagnoses are made based relying on special stains or by light
microscopy alone. If no morphologic or immunohistochemical
differentiation of adenocarcinoma or squamous cell carcinoma
are identified, it should be classified as NSCLC-NOS.

Tumours that are candidates for EGFR mutation testing are
those diagnosed as: 1) ‘‘adenocarcinoma’’, 2) ‘‘NSCLC, favor
adenocarcinoma’’ or 3) ‘‘NSCLC-NOS’’ [1]. While the only
molecular test recommended at this time is EGFR mutation
testing in patients with these diagnoses in the setting of ad-
vanced lung cancer [1], it is recognised that in many institutions
other molecular analyses will be performed, including KRAS
mutation testing, although the presence of a KRAS mutation
does not identify a therapeutic target at the present time, and
testing for EML4-ALK translocation because these tumours are
sensitive to specific agents such as crizotinib [18].

Multidisciplinary strategy to manage small tissue and
cytology samples
Because of the need for molecular testing, each institution
needs to develop a multidisciplinary strategy for obtaining and
processing small biopsy and cytology specimens so that
sufficient material is available not only for diagnosis but also
for molecular studies. Small biopsies including formalin fixed,
paraffin embedded tissues and/or cytologic samples including
pleural fluids can be used for many molecular analyses, but the
tissue needs to be managed carefully [19–21]. Preparation of
cell blocks from cytology specimens is helpful for both
immunohistochemical and molecular studies. This strategy
needs to address the entire process beginning with the

approach to obtaining biopsies or cytology specimens to how
they are processed in pathology and then how they are
delivered to the molecular laboratory and processed expedi-
tiously so the results can be documented in a pathology report.
As pathologists manage these specimens, they need to minimise
the amount of tissue used for diagnostic workup and preserve
as much material for molecular testing as possible [1, 16, 22].

CLASSIFICATION IN RESECTION SPECIMENS
For resection specimens, there are several important modifica-
tions of the 2004 WHO classification. Several of these are
addressed in the thoracic surgery article by VAN SCHIL et al. [23],
so comments about these points will be brief. First, the con-
cepts of adenocarcinoma in situ (AIS) and minimally inva-
sive adenocarcinoma (MIA) are introduced for small solitary
(f3 cm) adenocarcinomas with either no invasion or only small
foci of invasion measuring f0.5 cm, respectively. AIS and MIA
should define patients with either 100% or near 100% 5-yr
disease free survival if completely resected. The term bronch-
ioloalveolar carcinoma (BAC) is discontinued, because it falls
into five different entities defined in this classification with
disparate clinical and molecular properties and, as a result, it has
caused great confusion. For overtly invasive adenocarcinomas
the term mixed subtype is no longer used and tumours are
classified according to their predominant subtype after using a
method called comprehensive histologic subtyping to semi-
quantitatively estimate the percentages of the various subtypes
present within the tumours. The term lepidic predominant
adenocarcinoma is introduced for those nonmucinous tumours
previously classified as mixed subtype in which the predomi-
nant subtype consists of the former nonmucinous BAC.
Micropapillary adenocarcinoma is introduced as a histologic
subtype, so the presence of a micropapillary pattern is estimated
semiquantitavely and if it is the predominant pattern, it is
classified as micropapillary predominant adenocarcinoma. Also,
the tumours formerly classified as mucinous BAC are now
reclassified into mucinous AIS or MIA or invasive mucinous
adenocarcinoma, because a high percentage of these tumours
have KRAS mutations, they often lack thyroid transcription
factor expression, computed tomography (CT) frequently shows
nodules of consolidation with air bronchograms and they are
frequently multinodular and multilobar indistribution.

The new classification has several important implications for
TNM staging. First, comprehensive histologic subtyping along
with other histologic characteristics can be very helpful in
determining if multiple pulmonary nodules are separate
primaries or intrapulmonary metastases showing good corre-
lation with molecular findings and clinical outcome [24–26].
Furthermore, it may be possible to improve TNM staging for
lung adenocarcinomas that have a lepidic component by using
the invasive size to predict tumour size rather than total size
both by pathologic and CT assessment. There is already data in
the pathology and CT literature that suggests this may be true
[27–30]. If this turns out to be validated in future studies, in the
next edition of the TNM it may be possible to use new terms
for AIS and MIA, so Tis (adenocarcinoma) can be used for AIS
and Tmi (adenocarcinoma) for MIA. These changes in TNM
await the next revision but hopefully sufficient data will
accumulate by that time to allow the TNM committee to
address this issue.
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